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COLLEGE CHORUS
The Chorus will meet today, Friday, from 3:30 to 5:00 in C-116. Tuesdays and Fridays at this time and place will be the regular days unless otherwise announced.

FACULTY WIVES
A bring-your-own picnic for faculty and their families is planned for Sunday, October 9, 2:00 p.m. to sundown, at Wildwood Park, 40th and Waterman in San Bernardino. There will be games for all ages; coffee and soft drinks will be furnished.

REMINDERS
There will be a fire drill this afternoon at 4:20.

Wednesday, October 12 is an academic-administrative holiday.

BOND ISSUE
We realize that no one on the staff of this State College needs to be persuaded of the importance of Proposition 2 on the November 8 ballot. However, you might like some facts and figures to back up your persuasive talks with neighbors and friends.

1. Of the $230 million sought, half will be designated for construction and site acquisition for the State Colleges.

2. San Bernardino's share will be over $6 million and $706,800 of this will be needed to equip the buildings now under construction, to construct the corporation yard and for the working drawings for the new library. The remaining $5,627,000 will be needed in 1967-68 for further equipment, for constructing the library, for utilities and site development, and for working drawings for the cafeteria.

3. The California State College system now has a current enrollment of more than 170,000 students on 18 campuses, expects 200,000 by 1968, and 300,000 by 1981.

4. The per capita annual cost over the 25-year life of this bond issue is estimated at 49 cents.

RESEARCH GRANTS FOR FACULTY
Associate Dean Marcy calls your attention to the announcements of fellowships and grants posted on the bulletin board near his office. Deadline for NSF post-doctoral fellowship applications is October 10; for Guggeneheim and ACLS fellowships the deadline is October 15. The American Philosophical Society offers grants for varying amounts to aid in the cost of research—no special deadline.
"The following is a summary of actions taken by the Coordinating Council for Higher Education at its meeting of September 26-67, in Los Angeles:

FINANCE

1. 1967-68 Level of Support
"Representatives of the segments and several public members of the Council indicated serious dissatisfaction with the existing procedure in reviewing level of support. As a result a resolution was drafted and introduced directing the Council staff, working with the staffs of the segments and any interested members of the Council, to reexamine the various techniques, procedures and general approaches which have been tried in conducting this annual review, as well as others which might be used, and to recommend to the Finance Committee at its March 1967 meeting the techniques and procedures and general approaches which would constitute a more effective manner of reviewing future reports relating to the level of support.

2. Sabbatical Leaves CSC
"The Council rejected the staff recommendation to reduce the amount requested for sabbatical leaves, and instead adopted a substitute resolution endorsing a policy of meeting the legitimate accrued sabbatical leave privileges of State College faculty members. The resolution also called on the Council staff to consult with the Chancellor's staff so as to arrive at an estimate of the number of faculty members likely to be affected and a reasonable period of time in which to liquidate accumulated privileges.

3. Graduate Instruction
"The Council also rejected a staff recommendation against the State College request for improved support of graduate instruction, and adopted a substitute motion endorsing the need to support State College efforts to reduce graduate teaching loads. It also directed the Council staff to work with the Chancellor's staff in developing a recommendation for an interim lump sum amount for such support.

4. Special Leaves for Research and Creative Activity
"The Council further rejected a staff recommendation that funds for Special Leaves for Research and Creative Activity of State College faculty members be held to the same level as the current year, and instead gave support to the State College request on an interim basis, with the understanding that more appropriate approaches to this matter might include (1) more adequate sabbatical leave provisions, (2) more consideration for support of graduate instruction, and (3) more flexibility for the State Colleges in the use of fiscal resources.

"The Council also rejected a staff recommendation to delete the State College request for improved support of placement records and a program of employee training, and agreed that the Chancellor's staff would review the two items with the possibility of presenting new proposals before the Council at the next meeting."